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28th June 2016
Dear Jeremy
On behalf of the Cornwall Golf Union can I thank you for the hospitality extended
to us yesterday in staging the inaugural Cornwall Seniors Team Championship.
The Point at Polzeath already holds a very special place amongst the affiliated
clubs in Cornwall and yesterday was an opportunity to reach out and broadcast its
virtues to another audience. Whilst some of the competitors had visited you
previously, many had not and I lost count of the number who expressed how
much they had enjoyed the day at The Point and how very impressed they had
been with the exceptional condition of the course and also the facilities off it.
I asked everyone who made that comment to me to pay a quick visit into the
offices downstairs and to repeat what they had said to me so that there were
firsthand expressions of this appreciation made. You will know I have held the site
and staff in high regard so to hear many express similar views is of course very
pleasing.
The tributes paid to you and all at The Point by the President are well deserved
and another example of what you have achieved in your time there already.
When I say you I mean in the collective sense! There are of course many others
who have played their part to date and who continue to do so.
Libby - and I don’t need to tell you again! - is a star. She was very helpful to me
in the lead up to the event and this ensured that all went smoothly. I was very
impressed that she asked me on a handful of occasions across the day if
everything was in order and whether there was anything she could assist with.
The fact I had to say all was in order and that she could not assist further is to
her credit as everything had been taken care of already. So thank you Libby!
I was mildly disappointed the full 156 seniors who had entered were not all there
but the 144 who were enjoyed the experience. So many spoke of the condition of
the course so please thank Tom and his team further for all their efforts. Those
efforts have not gone unnoticed. The message about how good the condition of
the course is gets about very quickly and only this morning have I had messages
from others who were not present but had already heard about it.
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The welcome at The Point is noticeable too. Not only does this come from the
staff but also from the membership. They provided an equally warm welcome. In
Brian and Rick I met two very different yet special characters!!
So on behalf of the Cornwall Golf Union thank you to all at the club for the part
they played in making the Seniors Team Championship a special and successful
occasion. Please convey our appreciation to all concerned.
With very best wishes

Chris Pountney
Secretary to the Cornwall Golf Union
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